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Coming together is a Beginning. Keeping together is Progress.  Working together is Success
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Lets unite to preserve our park

 

Free---for Private Distribution

 The Nepean Sea Road Citizens Forum has passionately been �ighting to 
save Priyadarshini Park and maintain the only open space we have, just the way 
it is! As representatives of the citizens on NSR, its in our interest to make sure 
the park is not mismanaged or altered for the commercial gain of anybody, but 
remains a reprieve for everyone. NSRCF �irmly believes that it’s important to 
keep the park status quo – as an open, green space for all to use freely. 
 Towards this, the governing council of NSRCF has regularly been meeting 
both governing of�icials as well as managers of the park to make sure that PDP 
remains unharmed and there is no reduction in the size of the park and its green 
cover. Over the past few months, the NSRCF has been very active in making sure 
the park is preserved. We have taken this issue up with our M.P. Shri. Arvind Sawant
and M.L.A. Shri Mangal Prabhat Lodha, Mr. Kshirsagar, the A.M.C at D Ward and the 
Deputy Municipal Commissioner of Gardens, Dr. Kishore Kshirsagar. The forum 
has reiterated that public open spaces being at a premium in our city, the park 
must be protected at all cost. 
 Nestled along the Arabian Sea at the epicenter of Nepean Sea Road, Priya-
darshini Park is bang in the middle of a tough decision. While citizens might 
wonder what’s to happen to the sole green lung and breath of fresh air they have, the 
issue is a little more contentious than meets the eye. 
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 The BMC in its latest Development Plan, which is soon to be rel-
eased, has proposed a �ire station in the northern part of the park. 
In addition to the �ire station, sea front housing for senior �ire of�icers and 
�iremen who work in shifts will also need to be constructed. The proposed 
�ire station is expected to occupy 55,000 Sq ft, taking away almost 1/3rd 
of the naturally paved walking track. 
 Besides occupying prime real estate and depleting our area of an 
open, public space, it is also important to note that the �ire station in PDP, 
proposed by the MCGM falls under C.R.Z.-I, where all construction is 
prohibited. It will therefore be a double set back for the road, if policies 
are amended to enable construction in the park. 
 Nepean Sea Road Citizens Forum, acknowledging the neces-
sity of a �ire station on Malabar Hill , had proposed an empty plot of 
land on Malabar Hill for the �ire station. This has been earlier shown 
to the BMC and on being deemed adequate was even included in a DP 
published in 2014-15 by the BMC. If the �ire station is constructed there, 
NSRCF is of the opinion that it would bene�it all of Malabar Hill, rather than
just NSR. More importantly, it would preserve the park. 
 The NSRCF proposed �ire station on Malabar Hill was suggested
keeping in mind the dif�iculty for a fully loaded �ire engine to climb the hill 
especially since all 3 roads from NSR are narrow, steep and winding. 
Hence if the �ire station is located on Nepean Sea Road it would, for all 
practical purposes, only service Nepean Sea Road and not the whole of 
Malabar Hill, as it would be too laborious for a fully loaded �ire engine to 
climb the steep slopes swiftly. Moreover, if the �ire station was located at 
Malabar Hill, it would enable �iremen to service Peddar Road, Altamount 
Road, Bhulabhai Desai Road (Breach Candy), Ridge Road (B G Kher Marg) 
and Walkeshwar Road as well. The closest �ire station to all these locations 
is at present Tardeo, from which it takes a minimum of 30 minutes for a 
�ire brigade to reach.  
 Fire safety has been an important issue that the Forum has been 
 trying to educate and enforce  for over several years. We have conducted 
�ire safety drills, asked buildings to make sure they are �ire compliant and 
lobbied hard for a �ire station closer to NSR so that a �ire engine can reach 
a �ire on the road promptly. However, building a �ire station at the cost 
of the park when a perfectly good location is available is unacceptable. 

According to the 
Mumbai Draft Master 
Plan 2034 that was re-
leased in 2016, public 
open space in Mumbai 
city currently is only 
1.24 square meters per 
person, as compared 
to London which has 
31.68 square meters of 
open space per person, 
and New York which 
has 26.4 square meters
of open space per person.

An artist’s rendering of the fire station at PDP 
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With best compliments from
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Repairing Vikram Sarabhai Bridge 
 The bridge that runs the length of Priyadarshini Park is in urgent 
need of repairs. Constructed in the 60’s for the proposed coastal road, 
which was to run under it, the bridge’s expansion joints are in dire need 
of strengthening and reinforcing. 
 The BMC’s bridge’s department strengthened one side of the 
bridge in January, and the other side in late February. Traf�ic was closed 
making the bridge a one-way for 3 days while each side was repared. 
All throughout though, the coordination between the roads department 
and traf�ic police meant that the �low of traf�ic was quite smooth and there 
were no major traf�ic jams. 
 In addition to supporting the strengthening of the bridge, NSRCF 
has also asked the BMC to beautify both sides of the bridge. The railings 
on either side are dilaplated and rusted. NSRCF has suggested installing  
new railings and getting young artists to paint beautiful murals for a more 
scenic view along the bridge. The new railings have already been procured 
and are currently kept at PDP and should be installed soon.

Skyscraper slums
 A mounting concern for NSRCF, is the astronomical rise of Asha 
Nagar, a slum which started in the shelter of the Vikram Sarabhai Bridge 
and has now grown lofty, climbing up the hill towards Hyderabad Estate. 
 Attracting the consternation of many of the residents who live close 
by, the af�luent slum has seen many concrete homes tower up, now reach-
ing higher than the 4th �loor of adjoining Jaldarshan. NSRCF on its part 
has brought up the issue with both the BMC and our M.P. Shri M P Lodha, 
however the vote bank continues to auger new citizens.  
 While NSRCF is all for being inclusive and has involved the residents 
of Asha Nagar in multiple events planned for citizens on the road, we are 
concerned over the growing slum. 
 Additionally, the residents of Jaldarshan have complained of over 
�lowing garbage bins leading to malaria and dengue during the monsoons, 
the mounting number of motorcycles in their second entranceway and 
unruly nocturnal behaviour by some slum dwellers. 
 The Forum continues to monitor and update the authorities to curb 
the expansion in the larger public interest of safety and sanitation on the 
road.  
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Soaring skywards;  Asha Nagar 
continues to grow unregulated

Men at work; Vikram Sarabhai 
Bridge stregnthening under 
progress.



It’s all Gas!
 Mahanagar Gas Limited, has continued to throw water on a burning issue on the street – piped gas. Pursuant 
on the issue since the past 7 years, the Forum, which has taken the matter to the P.M.O. and also the Chief Minister 
has been sourly disappointed with the lack of coordination and involvement between the multiple parties to 
get the job done. In order for Nepean Sea Road to receive piped gas , MGL just needs to connect the pipes from Kemps 
Corner down to St. Stephen's Church from where Nepean Sea Road’s pipes start. 
 In order to push things along with an single minded concerted effort, our M.P. Shri M.P. Lodha had organised 
a joint meeting between NSRCF, Mr. Devidas Kshirsagar (Asst. Municipal Commissioner; BMC), Mr. Chowdary 
in charge of Roads, from the MGL - Mr. GJPN Murthy (Asst. V.P., Construction), Mr. Santosh Sawant (Chief Manager – 
Steel Projects) and a sole representative from the Mumbai Traf�ic Police. 
 While the meeting culminated in all parties willing to work together and support each other to make sure that 
the small stretch of pipe can be laid, the matter continues to remain a pipe dream. Nonetheless, NSRCF remains 
committed to getting piped gas for all residents as a safer, more convenient and economical solution. 
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A meeting at the BMC D Ward; to get everyone to 
work in tandem towards piped gas on NSR 



With best compliments from
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In memoriam – Mr. Guru Talreja

We would like to offer our condolence 
to the family members of Mr. Guru 
Talreja. Mr. Talreja worked with NSRCF 
for 5 years, assisting its members in 
administration, maintenance of records 
and delivering important papers to the 
authorities. A kind, gentle and soft 
spoken man, Mr. Talreja will be missed. 
May his soul rest in peace. 

Do you know your SAC number? 
 NSRCF in collaboration with the BMC is making name boards 
for each building on Nepean Sea Road. The boards, to be displayed 
prominently outside each building are sponsored by Jindal Steel. The 
boards are meant to give the road uniformity while clearly demarcating 
the building name and number for easy identi�ication. 
 Besides the name and number of the building, the boards will 
also display the building’s SAC number. A SAC number is a unique iden-
tity number given to each building, by the BMC. An Adhaar card of 
sorts for each building, the SAC number is the only number by 
which all departments within the BMC identify a building. 
 Correlating to a building’s plot number, the SAC number is an 
alpha-numeric code you should use when citing any work with the BMC. 
Since all departments within the BMC use the SAC number, work within 
the administration should become a lot smoother if in your next corre-
spondance you quote your building SAC Number. 
 The boards were inaugurated by Mr. Subhash Desai and 
Mr. M.P. Lodha during NSRCF’s AGM in last August. If you want to get a 
name board for your building, all you need to do is email NSRCF 
(of�ice@nsrcf.in) with your property tax number. The boards will be 
installed for all buildings on NSR,  free of cost. We urge all building man-
agement to get in touch with us soon!!

Registered address: 
Nepean Sea Road Citizens’ Forum 
c/o “Urvashi” (Society Of�ice) 
66, Nepean Sea Road,
Mumbai 400006.

Editorial:
 
 Often it’s hard to see the small improvements the Nepean 
Sea Road Citizens forum makes to your life, yet it’s our endeavour 
to ensure that we effectively plug that gap between citizens and 
authorities to make sure that not only roads are well maintained, 
but public spaces are kept sacrosanct, basic amenities like piped 
gas are provided and future development plans are made, keeping 
the citizen’s wishes in mind. Change might be slow to see, not every-
thing goes according to plan, yet the Forum has been tirelessly 
working to make sure NSR is one of the best roads in the city! 
If you do have any suggestions, comments or would like to volun-
teer, do reach out to us via snail mail, email or social media. 

NSRCF is now active online!
Send us your comments, interact with our governing council and 
stay updated on news on the street.
To send us an email write to of�ice@nsrcf.in or  
NSRCForum@gmail.com or visit our website- www.nsrcf.in
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Like our Facebook page 

Get your building’s name board up soon.
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